Proxim Wireless Highlights Tsunami(TM) 8100 Products for HD Video Surveillance at ISC East 2009

Come Visit Proxim at Booth 970 With Intelligent Security Systems (ISS)

SILICON VALLEY, CA, Oct 27, 2009 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX News Network) -- Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTCQX: PRXM) (PINKSHEETS: PRXM), a leading provider of end-to-end broadband wireless systems that deliver the quadruple play, today announced that it is showcasing its new Tsunami(TM) 8100 and QuickBridge 60250 solutions for wireless HD video surveillance at the ISC East 2009 conference in New York City from October 27-29. To learn more about high-performance wireless connectivity and backhaul for security and surveillance applications, please visit Proxim and our partner Intelligent Security Systems (ISS) at booth #970.

Proxim's Tsunami 8100 products provide the ultra high capacity and range for point-to-point backhaul and point-to-multipoint connectivity required to support today's most demanding HD video surveillance deployments. With over 200 Mbps of throughput -- up to eight times the capacity of existing WiMAX products -- and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) functionality, the Tsunami 8100 solutions provide even greater video application support. Applications include traffic light synchronization, IPTV, mobile video surveillance, wireless backhaul, public access and broadband wireless access (BWA).

In addition to the Tsunami 8100 products, Proxim will also highlight its QuickBridge 60250 product, which is a complete hop-in-a-box wireless bundle providing a backhaul link with up to 250 Mbps data rates. The QuickBridge 60250 operates in the 60 GHz license-free band with extremely low latency, making it an ideal backhaul solution in high-density environments. It also provides critical link redundancy for mission critical applications.

To learn more about Proxim's wireless HD video and backhaul solutions, please visit us at booth 970 with Intelligent Security Systems (ISS).

About Proxim Wireless

Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTCQX: PRXM) (PINKSHEETS: PRXM) is a leading provider of end-to-end broadband wireless systems that deliver the quadruple play of voice, video, data and mobility to all organizations today. Our systems enable a variety of wireless applications including Point-to-Point wireless backhaul, security and surveillance, VoIP, last mile access, and enterprise LAN connectivity. We have shipped more than 1.8 million wireless devices to more than 235,000 customers in over 65 countries worldwide. Proxim is ISO-9001 certified. Information about Proxim can be found at www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com or call +1 413-584-1425.

Safe Harbor Statement

Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could contribute to such differences including difficulties in overcoming the network installation and operational challenges relating to any specific customer or geographical area; factors beyond our control such as weather, geographic, governmental, and interference issues; specific requirements of a given customer in their specific situations; delays or changes in or cancellation of contemplated product developments or deployments; and difficulties or delays in supplying products with the features, performance, compliances, certifications, cost, price, and other characteristics desired by customers. Further information on these and other factors that could affect Proxim's actual results is contained in the filings made by Proxim with the Securities and Exchange Commission (available at www.sec.gov), including without limitation in the Annual Report on Form 10-K filed by Proxim on March 31, 2009, and will be included in postings made by Proxim from time to time with the OTCQX (www.otcq.com) and in its other public statements, which may be available on Proxim's website (www.proxim.com).
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